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Abstract—The new procedures of the distance and direction corrections calculations within software artillery are suggested in the article. Reported algorithms represent the way of calculations that is not based on commonly used simplification by manual calculations in some of current programs. The first calculated variant allows to determine the distance and direction correction using the derived relationships. The second variant represents an alternative approach to the direction correction calculation, which is based on the general line equation definition.
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I. INTRODUCTION

ARTILLERY shooting is affected by factors that are virtually impossible to identify and include in the firing data calculation for firing artillery with conventional ammunition [1], [2], [3], [4]. Inability to exclude all these influences causes a substantial deviation of the first shot explosion from the target in the direction and in the distance during an adjust fire. [4], [5] According to the measured explosion deviations from the target in the direction and the distance it is then necessary to calculate corrections. [6], [7], [8]

The distance and direction correction for the next shot it is necessary to determine always in the shortest time, since the gradual approaching of explosions to the target (hereinafter referred to as adjust fire of the target) leads to the unveiling of its own military deployment, revealing its project activities, thus targeting its own military deployment, revealing its project activities, thus targeting and thus it is necessary to determine always in the shortest time, since the gradual approaching of explosions to the target (hereinafter referred to as adjust fire of the target) leads to the unveiling of its own military deployment, revealing its project activities, thus targeting and therefore it is necessary to eliminate the influence

The distance and direction correction for the next shot it is necessary to determine always in the shortest time, since the gradual approaching of explosions to the target (hereinafter referred to as adjust fire of the target) leads to the unveiling of its own military deployment, revealing its project activities, thus targeting and therefore it is necessary to eliminate the influence of height differences. Excluding the impact of the differences in height (in altitude) is carried out when the explosion position altitude and the target altitude is different from zero. [3] Altitude of the explosion position is determined by the following relationship: $\sin\theta = \frac{z_{\text{exp}} - z_{\text{tar}}}{d}$, where:

$\theta$ — blast angle
$z_{\text{exp}}$ — explosion position altitude
$z_{\text{tar}}$ — target altitude
$d$ — distance from target to explosion
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\[ A_{\text{poz}} \] – observation position altitude (in metres),
\[ d_{\text{vbch}} \] – explosion distance measured from observation position (in metres),
\[ \varepsilon_{\text{vbch}} \] – explosion positional angle from observation position (in mils).

The influence of the height (altitude) difference is eliminated according the difference in positional angle of the explosion from the gun position and positional angle of the target from gun position (i.e. the angle of the position, which was used in determining the firing data of the first shot):

\[
\Delta \varepsilon = \arcsin\left(\frac{A_{\text{vbch}} - A_{\text{ps}}}{d_{\text{vbch}} \cdot h}\right) - \varepsilon_c ,
\]

where:
\[ A_{\text{vbch}} \] – explosion position altitude (in metres) counted from relation (1),
\[ A_{\text{ps}} \] – gun position altitude (in metres),
\[ d_{\text{vbch}} \] – the explosion distance from the gun position (in metres),
\[ \varepsilon_c \] – positional angle of the target from gun position (in mils),
\[ \Delta \varepsilon \] – positional angles difference of explosion and target from the gun position (in mils).

The influence of height differences is usually included in a firing distance (one segment of artillery firing data). Some weapons systems, however, involve differences in height through positioning level, and therefore the relation for the calculation (2). Implementation of the inclusion of the influence of height difference will depend on the type of weapon system.

III. APPROACHES TO THE DISTANCE AND DIRECTION CORRECTIONS CALCULATION

The corrections of the distance and direction calculation can be realized by calculation of the explosion position Cartesian coordinates and of subsequent assessment of the explosion position in relation to the shooting plane (the first variant), or by determining the general equation of a line passing through the gun position and the target and determining the relative position of the explosion and the line (the second variant). Calculation of the distance and direction corrections can be surely realized by other algorithms not described in this article. But authors propose the use these procedures that represent the simplest approaches in terms of number of executed computations and input variables, while keeping maximum accuracy (without applying various simplification, continuous rounding, etc.).

A. First variant of the distance and direction corrections calculations

Procedures of the distance and direction corrections calculation by using Cartesian coordinates of the explosion position and subsequent assessment of the explosion position in relation to the shot plane can be divided into two consecutive steps:

a) the Cartesian coordinates of explosion position calculation,
b) the distance and direction corrections calculation.

The Cartesian coordinates of explosion position calculation

Further is given a procedure to calculate the Cartesian coordinates of the explosion position by using the site position data of an artillery observer (observation position) and the data from the observation of explosion. This procedure is designed for artillery reconnaissance means, which does not allow the direct Cartesian coordinates and altitudes of individual explosions acquisition. Cartesian coordinates and altitude of individual explosions will be available primarily in collaboration with radars. In case of these means the following counting wouldn’t be made and the direct calculation of the distance and direction correction would be made (step (b)). If the other means of artillery reconnaissance would be used, the position of individual explosions is usually indicated by polar coordinates of the explosion position or by deviations from target (in meters or in mils). The positional angle of the explosion, eventually the increase or decrease of the explosion respect to the target, are simultaneously given to exclude the height difference impact.

If the explosion position is given by polar coordinates (azimuth and a distance from the observation position), it is necessary to perform the conversion using the so called first major geodetic tasks:

\[
E_{\text{vbch}} = E_{\text{poz}} + \Delta E_{\text{poz,vbch}} ,
\]

\[
E_{\text{vbch}} = E_{\text{poz}} + d_{\text{vbch}}' \cdot \sin \alpha_{\text{vbch}}' ,
\]

\[
N_{\text{vbch}} = N_{\text{poz}} + \Delta N_{\text{poz,vbch}} ,
\]

\[
N_{\text{vbch}} = N_{\text{poz}} + d_{\text{vbch}}' \cdot \cos \alpha_{\text{vbch}}' ,
\]

where:
\[ E_{\text{vbch}} \] – explosion position coordinate E (East),
\[ E_{\text{poz}} \] – observation position coordinate E,
\[ \Delta E_{\text{poz,vbch}} \] – the difference of explosion position coordinate E and observation position coordinate E (in metres),
\[ \alpha_{\text{vbch}}' \] – explosion position azimuth from the observation position (in mils),
\[ d_{\text{vbch}}' \] – the explosion distance from observation position (in metres),
\[ N_{\text{vbch}} \] – explosion position coordinate N (North),
\[ N_{\text{poz}} \] – observation position coordinate N,
\[ \Delta N_{\text{poz,vbch}} \] – the difference of explosion position coordinate N and observation position coordinate N (in metres)
position is given by deviations in the distance and direction in relation to the target) is indicated in the distance in meters ($\Delta d$) and in the direction in mils ($\Delta \alpha$) or meters ($\Delta s'$) - see Figure 1.

If the explosion position deviation from the target is indicated in direction in mils ($\Delta \alpha$), the calculation of the Cartesian coordinates of the explosion is as follows:

\[ d_{vbch} = \frac{d_c - \Delta d}{\cos \Delta \alpha}, \]  

\[ E_{vbch} = E_{poz} + \frac{d_c - \Delta d}{\cos \Delta \alpha} \cdot \sin (\alpha'_c + \Delta \alpha), \]  

\[ N_{vbch} = N_{poz} + \frac{d_c - \Delta d}{\cos \Delta \alpha} \cdot \cos (\alpha'_c + \Delta \alpha), \]

where:
- $\alpha'_c$ – the target azimuth from observation position (in mils),
- $\Delta \alpha$ – the explosion deviation from the target measured from observation position (in mils) – if the explosion is in relation to the target on the right, with the “+” sign, if the explosion is on the left is the sign “-”,
- $d_c$ – the target distance from observation position – so called observation distance – (in mils),
- $\Delta d$ – the explosion deviation from the target (in metres) – if there was explosion behind the target, is a “+” sign, when there was before the target is the sign “-”.

If artillery observer instead of deviations explosion reports directly repairs due to the observation line (i.e. explosion deviations with opposite sign), it is required for the programming application to take this fact into account and automatically inputs values multiply by a constant (-1).

Expression $\alpha'_c + \Delta \alpha$ represents an azimuth to an explosion from the observation position in mils ($\alpha_{vbch}'$).

If the explosion deviation from target is indicated in direction in meters ($\Delta s'$), the Cartesian coordinates calculation of the explosion position is as follows:

\[ E_{vbch} = E_{poz} + \frac{d_c - \Delta d}{\cos \left( \arctan \frac{d_v}{\Delta d} \right)} \cdot \sin \left( \alpha'_c + \arctan \frac{d_c - \Delta d}{\Delta s} \right), \]  

\[ N_{vbch} = N_{poz} + \frac{d_c - \Delta d}{\cos \left( \arctan \frac{d_v}{\Delta d} \right)} \cdot \cos \left( \alpha'_c + \arctan \frac{d_c - \Delta d}{\Delta s} \right), \]

where the expression $\arctan \frac{d_c - \Delta d}{\Delta s}$ represents the deviation counting in direction in grades ($\Delta \alpha$).

From the usage of the sine function in the denominator indicates the condition that the relations (7) - (11) can be used for $\Delta \alpha$ in the interval $< 0 ^\circ, 90 ^\circ$). Due to the probable distance of observation position from the target this limitation in practical terms is not limiting. Situations, where the angle between observational line of the target and direction on an explosion from the observation position reaches or exceeds $90 ^\circ$, is in practice almost impossible.

The distance and direction corrections calculation

The procedure of distance and direction corrections calculation for a specific gun position follows from figure 2.
The explosion distance from the gun position \( d_{vbc.h} \) can be expressed from the rectangle coordinates of gun position and explosion position, respectively of their coordinate differences:

\[
d_{vbc.h} = \sqrt{\Delta N_{ps,vbc.h}^2 + \Delta E_{ps,vbc.h}^2},
\]

where:
- \( d_{vbc.h} \) – the explosion distance from gun position (in metres),
- \( \Delta N_{ps,vbc.h} \) – the difference of explosion position coordinate N and gun position coordinate N (in metres),
- \( \Delta E_{ps,vbc.h} \) – the difference of explosion position coordinate E and gun position coordinate E (in metres).

Than the value of direction correction in mils can be expressed by the usage of cosine formula as:

\[
\Delta S = \arccos \left\{ \frac{\Delta N_{ps,C}^2 + \Delta E_{ps,C}^2}{2 \cdot \Delta N_{ps,C} \cdot \Delta E_{ps,C}} \right\},
\]

where:
- \( \Delta N_{ps,C} \) – the difference of target coordinate N and gun position coordinate N (in metres),
- \( \Delta E_{ps,C} \) – the difference of target coordinate E and gun position coordinate E (in metres),
- \( \Delta N_{vbc.h,C} \) – the difference of explosion coordinate N and gun position coordinate N (in metres),
- \( \Delta E_{vbc.h,C} \) – the difference of explosion coordinate E and gun position coordinate E (in metres).

After adjustments:

\[
\Delta S = \arccos \left\{ \frac{\Delta N_{ps,C}^2 + \Delta E_{ps,C}^2 - \Delta D}{2 \cdot \Delta N_{ps,C} \cdot \Delta E_{ps,C}} \right\},
\]

where:
- \( \Delta N_{ps,C} \) – the difference of target coordinate N and gun position coordinate N (in metres),
- \( \Delta E_{ps,C} \) – the difference of target coordinate E and gun position coordinate E (in metres),
- \( \Delta N_{vbc.h,C} \) – the difference of explosion coordinate N and gun position coordinate N (in metres),
- \( \Delta E_{vbc.h,C} \) – the difference of explosion coordinate E and gun position coordinate E (in metres).

Furthermore the distance from the gun position to the intersection of shot plane with a perpendicular line passing through the explosion position is to be expressed:

\[
\Delta D = \cos \left\{ \arccos \left[ \frac{\Delta N_{ps,C}^2 + \Delta E_{ps,C}^2 - \Delta D}{2 \cdot \Delta N_{ps,C} \cdot \Delta E_{ps,C}} \right] \right\} \cdot \sqrt{\Delta N_{vbc.h,C}^2 + \Delta E_{vbc.h,C}^2},
\]

If we want to express the value of the cosine from the angle, which returns the inverse trigonometric arc cosine function, then the general rule is \( \cos(\arccos x) = x \), for \( |x| \leq 1 \). Due to the expected values of individual variables in the equation (14) can be argued that in real combat conditions there will be in a fraction of the relation (14) the denominator value always greater than the numerator value. Based on this assumption, the condition \( |x| \leq 1 \) is valid, and therefore the operation of function cosine and inverse cosine can be omitted. After this adjustment is then possible from the equation (15) express distance correction (\( \Delta D \)):

\[
\Delta D = \sqrt{\Delta N_{ps,C}^2 + \Delta E_{ps,C}^2} - \frac{\Delta N_{vbc.h,C}^2 + \Delta E_{vbc.h,C}^2}{\sqrt{\Delta N_{ps,vbc.h}^2 + \Delta E_{ps,vbc.h}^2}},
\]

where:
- \( \Delta N_{ps,C} \) – the difference of target coordinate N and gun position coordinate N (in metres),
- \( \Delta E_{ps,C} \) – the difference of target coordinate E and gun position coordinate E (in metres),
- \( \Delta N_{ps,vbc.h} \) – the difference of target coordinate N and gun position coordinate N (in metres),
- \( \Delta E_{ps,vbc.h} \) – the difference of target coordinate E and gun position coordinate E (in metres).
and gun position coordinate E (in metres),
\[ \Delta N_{ps,vbch} \] – the difference of explosion position coordinate N and gun position coordinate N (in metres),
\[ \Delta E_{ps,vbch} \] – the difference of explosion coordinate E and gun position coordinate E (in metres),
\[ \Delta N_{vbch,C} \] – the difference of target coordinate N and explosion position coordinate N (in metres),
\[ \Delta E_{vbch,C} \] – the difference of target coordinate E and explosion position coordinate E (in metres),
d\[ _{vbch} \] – the explosion distance from gun position in metres.

B. Second variant of distance and direction corrections calculations

The second method differs from the first one by the procedure of direction correction calculation. Calculation of the direction correction by the second variant consists in the expression of a general equation of a line, where a topographical distance between the firing position and the target lies, and the consequent calculation the perpendicular distance of the point of the explosion position from this line.

The general equation of the line, where a topographical distance between the gun position and the target (later the line \( t \) lies, can be expressed by using Cartesian coordinates of the gun position and the target. First is to be expressed the direction vector of the line \( t \) as:

\[ \vec{s} = [E_C, N_C] - [E_{ps}, N_{ps}] = (s_E, s_N) \] (17)

where:
\[ \vec{s} \] – direction vector of the line \( t \),
\[ E_C \] – coordinate E of the target,
\[ N_C \] – coordinate N of the target,
\[ E_{ps} \] – coordinate E of the gun position,
\[ N_{ps} \] – coordinate N of the gun position,
\[ s_E \] – part x of the direction vector of the line \( t \),
\[ s_N \] – part y of the direction vector of the line \( t \).

Furthermore the normal vector that is perpendicular to the direction \( \vec{s} \):
\[ \vec{n} = (-s_N, s_E) \] , (18)

where:
\[ \vec{n} \] – normal vector to a vector \( \vec{s} \).

General equation of the line \( t \) can be expressed as:
\[ t: - (N_C - N_{ps}) \cdot x + (E_C - E_{ps}) \cdot y + c = 0 \] , (19)

Constant \( c \) can be gain by putting into the equation a random point that lies on the line \( t \) into equation (19). The point that lies on the line \( t \), is i.e. the target. So the constant \( c \) can be expressed as:
\[ c = (N_C - N_{ps}) \cdot E_C - (E_C - E_{ps}) \cdot N_C \] . (20)

General equation of the line \( t \) will be:
\[ t: - (N_C - N_{ps}) \cdot x + (E_C - E_{ps}) \cdot y + (N_C - N_{ps}) \cdot E_C - (E_C - E_{ps}) \cdot N_C = 0 \] . (21)

Furthermore the explosion position rectangular coordinates are to be calculated. To do this the same procedure as in previous case is to be used, i.e. in case of explosion deviation from the target given in meters is be used relations (10) and (11), and if the explosion deviation from the target given in miles are to be applied relationships (8) and (9). If artillery observer reports the polar coordinates of each explosion, relations (4) and (6) are to be applied.

Direction correction for gun position in meters (\( \Delta s \)) is then determined as:
\[ \Delta s = \frac{\sqrt{(N_C - N_{ps})^2 + (E_C - E_{ps})^2}}{d_{vbch}}, \] (22)

where:
\[ N_C \] – coordinate N of the target,
\[ N_{ps} \] – coordinate E of the gun position,
\[ E_{vbch} \] – coordinate E of the explosion position,
\[ E_C \] – coordinate E of the target,
\[ E_{ps} \] – coordinate E of the gun position,
\[ N_{vbch} \] – coordinate N of the explosion position.

Direction correction for the gun position in meters (\( \Delta s \)) can be in mils (after conversion from degrees) expressed as:
\[ \Delta s = \arcsin \frac{\Delta s}{d_{vbch}} \] (23)

where:
\[ d_{vbch} \] is the explosion distance from the gun position in metres.

In case of general equation of the line \( t \) the distance correction is find by the same way as in the previous variant, i.e. according to relation (16).

IV. THE CURRENT ANALYTIC METHOD ACCURACY COMPARISON WITH THE PROPOSED METHODS OF THE DISTANCE AND DIRECTION CORRECTIONS CALCULATIONS

To determine the inaccuracies that can occur by manual calculations, i.e. with the application of appropriate simplifications, has been compared results of suggested ways using software form with results gained by using existing procedures.

To evaluate the errors was made set of simulated combat situations. During the simulations were deliberately changed the position of elements of combat assemblies and azimuths and distances to the target, in order to get different variants of
mutual positions and different viewing angles (angle between gun-target line and artillery observer-target line).

After evaluation all of the simulations the following conclusions can be accepted:

- using the original method of the distance correction calculation fixes an error in the interval <0; 50) meters;
- using the original method of the direction correction calculation an error occurs in the interval <0; 2.5) mils;
- error in the distance and direction correction calculation by the old way, the greater the greater the viewing angle;
- error in the direction correction calculation is not proportional to the measured explosion deviation in direction. They were identified when the absolute value of the error with increasing size of the measured explosion deviation in a direction initially decreased, and then the increased;
- the magnitude of the error of distance corrections calculation using the original way is the greater, the larger the value of explosion deviations in the distance.

V. CONCLUSION

A significant reduction of errors in the distance and direction corrections calculations can contribute proposed calculation procedures. Their use in the software of artillery will increase the accuracy of up to 50 meters with the distance corrections calculation, and up to 2.5 mils at the direction corrections calculation. To further increase the accuracy of the calculations will also contribute the fact that within the calculation algorithm eliminates rounding.

The only (in practical terms negligible) limitation is caused by using trigonometric functions in the calculations. Both variants of calculations are therefore applicable to the absolute value of explosion deviations from the target measured from the observation position in mils on the interval of <0; 1500). If the explosion deviation from the target is determined from the observation position in meters, then this restriction does not apply.
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